
Understanding 
Emotional Intelligence 
and why we need it in 
the workplace



I help mid/senior leaders inspire, motivate 
& engage their team.

Performance Coach & Leadership Trainer

+12 years +125 people 
coached

+875 hours 
coached

+27 
Nationalities 



Todays Challenges



❑ Business world moving faster and faster
❑ Industries are being disrupted
❑ Importance of achieving outcomes 
❑ Managing a hybrid workforce
❑ Keeping up to date and developing capability is 

challenging 
❑ Team member retention in a talent war
❑ Supporting team member wellbeing and resilience 

Now more then ever, 
leaders need to coach…



What is Emotional 
Intelligence?



The science of emotional intelligence

• Emotional intelligence is the skill of
–Perceiving 
–Understanding
–Expressing
–Reason with, and 
–Manage emotions within oneself and others

• Applied at work, it’s about using emotions intelligently 
to achieve desired results



The science of emotions

Emotions influence:

Decisions Behaviour Performance



“Emotional Intelligence is about making 
intelligent responses to negative emotions 
and using the EI competencies to generate positive 

emotions in self and others through being, present, 
empathetic, genuine, resilient and

empowering in our behaviour as often as possible.”

- Dr. Ben Palmer



How does Emotional Intelligence 
impact in the ‘real world’?







World Economic Forum predict EI will be one of the 
top 10 employment skills of the immediate future





High levels of Emotional Intelligence are associated 
with:

❑Better physical and mental health
❑ The development of workplace relationships 

(Manager, team…)
❑Helping people cope with high demands and 

stress
❑ Increased levels of engagement & discretionary 

effort
❑Reductions in employee turnover & absenteeism
❑ Increased creativity & innovation

The research is clear that…



“People will forget what you said,
People will forget what you did,
But people will never forget 
how you made them feel”

- Maya Angelou



The Genos model of EI





“Emotional Intelligence is simply…

…practicing self-awareness and 
choosing how you ‘show up’ in 
every situation to get the best 
possible results from your 
interactions with people ”



❑Observation (by manager, clients, colleagues)
❑Feedback:
▪ Here’s what you do well – keep it up
▪ Here’s what’s not working for you, let’s look 

at how we can work with this
❑ ‘Practice’
❑ ‘Rinse & repeat’

It’s a New Way of Being, NOT Doing

Emotional Intelligence is Managing How 
People Feel



E:  coaching@karlgrech.com

T: +356 7905 0478

W: karlgrech.com


